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Details of Visit:

Author: Alf Uckem
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 24 Jul 2013 11.30
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07586205718

The Premises:

Small ground floor room in shared flat. Builders working in back garden only couple of yards away
from window, meaning that window and curtains were closed on a very hot day.

The Lady:

Slim olive-skinned girl. Not unattractive, but clearly not the girl in AW profile pics - most notably in
having dramatically smaller tits.

The Story:

Gambled and lost on a recent visit to Oxford. My first choice lady didn't answer the phone so tried
Katalina (or Sarah as she later told me) on the back of a credible-looking AW profile (with no
feedback).

Called beforehand and spoke to someone to confirm my preferred services were on offer, but when
I got there she spoke no English, so another girl must have initially answered the phone.
Katalina/Sarah spoke Spanish to me (which didn't help much), and certainly wasn't the girl in the
AW profile pics. The inability to communicate put a dampener on things as she didn't understand a
word as I tried to explain what I wanted.

She started by putting a condom on me and giving a mediocre covered BJ for a couple of minutes
before gesturing for me to fuck her. I declined and got her to lie back and I then risked stubble-rash
as I gave her reverse oral for a while as she lay there motionless and disinterested.

I was in the mood for anal play and a prostate massage, which was specifically mentioned on her
AW profile, and I had to resort to the international language of mime to explain this was what I
wanted. This led to a ridiculous and failed attempt by her to charge an extra £50 (yes, fifty) on top of
her advertised £120 for an hour.

Anyway, she duly stuck her fingers up my arse while I wanked myself off into the condom.

So, less than 40 minutes after arriving, I was pulling my clothes back onto my sweaty body in her
hot and airless room, and on my way back out of the door.

Very disappointing......
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